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Q.  Just talk about the round, first of all. 

 

DOUG GARWOOD:  Well, made a lot of birdies, I made a few putts.  I'm hitting a new driver.  

It's been treating me pretty good except for one, two swings.  I haven't had a left shot for 

about 12 years so it's something new.  But my game, my irons haven't been that sharp but I 

haven't really missed it in bad places and I managed to scrape it around and make the putts 

and here I am 12 under. 

 

Q.  What did winning on this tour last year do for your confidence?  

 

DOUG GARWOOD:  Well, it hasn't really changed it.  I was fairly confident in my abilities 

before then.  I suppose it makes me feel a little better if I think about it.  But really, golf is just 

hitting that golf ball, so I really don't think about all that other stuff when I'm doing that. 

 

Q.  With so many guys around the lead, is it something you pay attention to tomorrow 

or do you just go play your game? 

 

DOUG GARWOOD:  I think it's only really something that you pay attention to when you're 

down the last couple holes.  It might be a situation where you need to hit it to a certain place 

or try to make a birdie.  Right now it's just two-thirds of the way done, so still a long way to 

go. 

 

Q.  When you see guys hitting low scores yesterday, did that change kind of your 

mentality heading into today, seeing hey, these guys can go low, I can go low, too, 

today? 

 

DOUG GARWOOD:  Not really.  I just play my game, try to shoot as slow as I can every 

day.  What everyone else does, I really can't control.  Obviously the scores are low, so I 

guess it makes me think that it is possible.  But no, I just play my own game. 
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